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Chapter 3440

Gaia kept shouting outside.

But no one responded at all.

“Strange?”?

“Could the dragon master not be in the room?”

Gaia and the others suddenly became a little confused.

With Mark’s perception, it is impossible to hear their shouts for so long.

In the end, Gaia and others pushed open the door.

Sure enough, the room was already empty.

“Go, go to Miss Qiu.”

Seeing that Mark could not be found in the practice room, Gaia and his party went to the room
where Helen Qiu lived.

“Huh?”

“Isn’t Mark in retreat?”

” Are n’t you in the practice room?”

Helen Qiu hadn’t seen Mark for a few days. She always thought Mark was in retreat.

“Will it be on An Qi’s side?”

Several people went to the place where An Qi was healed.

There, only Medical Immortal Yueyao looked after An Qi’s injuries.

At that time, Gaia and others almost felt bad.

“Yueyao Medical Immortal, hasn’t the Dragon Lord come over these few days?”

Gaia asked in a deep voice.

Yue Yao shook his head: “No, didn’t you say that he was practicing in retreat?”

“Yes, after the Chu family left, the Dragon Lord said that he had gone to retreat. But we just
went to the practice room, and the Dragon Lord was not there. .”



Owen and others said slightly worried.

Yue Yao’s expression changed when she heard this, but then she smiled helplessly.

“Go, let’s look for it again.”

“Maybe, I went to Denham .” Gaia and the others are going to look elsewhere.

But Yue Yao slowly said: “No need to look for it. If I expected it to be good, he should have
gone to Chumen Mountain.”

What?

“Already gone?”

“This… how is this possible?”

“Is he alone?”

“Is the Dragon Lord crazy?”

“What the hell did he think?!”

“We are going together,” It’s hard to get out of the whole body.”

“Dragon Lord actually went by himself?”

“Isn’t this self-

seeking death ?” Gaia and the others heard Yue Yao’s words, and they were suddenly panicked
and panicked.

I just felt that Mark was too impulsive and too arrogant.

“You guys don’t know him too much.”

“Why didn’t he know

he was going to die ?” “The reason why he went by himself without telling us, just didn’t want
us to die with him.”

“He is always like this, wind and rain. , Frustration, life and death, all the heavy things, he is
alone on his back.”

Yue Yao said as she stood by the window, looking out.

Unconsciously, in the beautiful eyes, there are already two lines of clear tears, slowly streaming
down.

Falling to the ground, smashed to pieces.

Gaia and the others were also silent for a while.



Only now did they realize that after the Chu family left that day, why Mark suddenly said to
retreat.

It turned out that from that time, the young man had already thought about it, he wanted to go to
Truman alone.

Perhaps, since Mark decided to go alone, he knew that his trip was a way of no return.

Boom… After

a long time of touching, several auras burst out in the room.

Then, these dragon god powerhouses in front of them all rushed out with red eyes, like crazy.

“Dragon Lord, wait for us!”

…

they growled in their hearts.

Nearly at the same time rushed to the mountains of Chumen, thousands of miles away.

The one who rushed to the forefront was the king of the earth and mountains, Gaia!

————

———— On

Chumen Mountain.

The fight continues.

The place where the eyes are immersed in blood, the blue light is vertical and horizontal!

Mark at this time is like the killing god alive.

Kill ten people in one step without staying for a thousand miles.

Before him, everything was silent.

Behind him, there is no life.

Mark, who rushed to Chumen Mountain again, undoubtedly opened the killing ring completely.

The last time he rushed to the Chu family, Mark was jealous, so from the foot of the mountain to
the top of the mountain, Mark just tried his best to hurt people and wouldn’t kill.

But this time, Mark had no scruples!

“Er wait for the ants, you let An Qi lose the light, and my Chutian Mansion will let you,
Chumen Mountain, return to the darkness!!!”



Chapter 3441

Stabbed ~ every

azure light fell like a sickle of death. ?

Every attack is on this Chumen Mountain, bringing a series of fascinating and bloody flashes of
blood.

That screaming scream is even more like purgatory on earth.

At this time, Mark, like the living demon god, was performing the dance of destroying the
world.

With heaven and earth as the stage, swords as sharp edges, the red blood is the most beautiful
background under the Tianhe River.

And the miserable cry that filled the sky was the most heartfelt applause to this dance of
extinction.

A month ago, when Mark first climbed Mount Chumen, his feet were still stone steps paved
with snow-white bluestone.

Who could have imagined that the path Mark walked under his feet when he climbed Mount
Chumen for the second time was already paved with blood and corpses.

At the foot of Mount Truman, the strong man who the Jones family came to support has already
arrived.

Bill Jones took the powerhouse of their family and chased them along the mountain road.

However, the higher they go, the more frightened they are.

Later, these powerful men in the Jones family had weakened legs and their old faces were as
pale as white paper.

A group of people were almost frightened by the vision!

“Home… Patriarch, is this… Truman Mountain?”

At this time, everyone in the Jones family was almost scared to pee.

Where is Chumen Mountain?

This is simply a mass grave.

The mountains, rocks, and trees at the foot were all stained red with blood.

Only the corpses everywhere in the eye.



The head scattered on the ground, was split into half of the limbs, and the unrecognizable
corpse.

Not only these subordinates, but also the Patriarch of the Jones family, Bill Jones, was shocked
to see such a horrible scene. The old face was also filled with fear.

“Father, I…are we… still going up?”

Mike Jones was also a little scared.

After so many years, they have never seen such a terrible scene.

What’s more, it still happened in Mount Chumen, the world’s highest martial arts sacred site.

Moreover, these people who lost their lives at their feet are not all waiting.

Among them, there is no lack of Chumen’s black clothes protector.

You know, the worst of the black-clothed protectors of the Chu Sect is at the level of the martial
arts master.

But now, like a pig and a dog, the corpse is here.

The people in the Jones family have to be afraid. If they are the ones who confront the killer,
will it turn out to be the same?

“All… go slow.”

Bill Jones was obviously also scared.

No matter how great the hatred and resentment, but when facing life and death, only fear and
panic are left.

Moreover, Bill Jones also knows himself.

With the strength of their Jones family, they were not enough to kill Mark at all.

At most, when they were seriously injured, Mark had a fatal blow.

Therefore, walking slowly on the road and arriving later is undoubtedly the best choice.

However, when the members of the Jones family were so scared that they could only dared to
move forward slowly, the former Chu Shen had already rushed back to the Chu family in a
hurry.

” Where is Zhengliang?”

“Is our

Patriarch ?” “Hurry up to find Patriarch, something serious happened.”

“Then



Brian Chu is here again.” Chu Shen shouted in panic.

The Chu family, who heard Mark’s return, also suddenly panicked.

“Patriarch… Lord, he… he went to the Chumen Hall for a meeting.” The Chu family replied in
panic.

After Chu Shen learned about it, he immediately hurried to the Chumen Hall.

At the same time, let the Chu family immediately martial law and prepare for the enemy with all
their strength.

“Also, please notify the second elder Xuan Ming immediately.”

“The old Patriarch is still in retreat, and now there is only the second elder who has the ability to
block

Brian Chu.” Chu Shen extraordinarily exhorted.

At the same time, he quickly turned his head and ran to the top of Chumen Mountain.

Perhaps because of being too anxious, he didn’t pay attention for a while, and he staggered on
his feet and fell to the ground, knocking his forehead on the stone, and he fell directly out of
blood.
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